THE

Green Cart
PILOT PROGRAM HANDBOOK

for owners, property managers and superintendents

Why this pilot is important

What you need to know about organics collection
Tips and frequently asked questions

Your guide to the Region of Waterloo’s Green Cart Pilot Program

Welcome

to the

Green Cart
P I L O T

P R O G R A M

Thank you for becoming a part of the Green Cart Pilot Program for apartment buildings
and townhouse complexes!
This pilot program is operating at select buildings – only 60 buildings or up to
4,000 units. Together, we will be finding out how well organics can be collected at
multi-residential sites.
This guide has been provided to help ensure the pilot operating your site is successful.
It contains background information, tips and answers to basic questions about this
special recycling program.
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1. Background
Waterloo Region has a long, proud history of recycling. The first Blue Box Program was
started in Kitchener over 30 years ago. Plus, we were one of the first municipalities to
have a cart-based recycling program for apartment buildings and townhouse complexes.
Now it’s time to expand our recycling program again and test out collection of organics
at multi-residential sites.

a) What are organics?
The Green Cart Pilot Program collects household organic waste such as all food waste
(e.g., fruits and vegetables, meat and bones, dairy products and baked goods), paper
products (e.g., paper towels, facial tissues, paper plates, greasy pizza boxes and paper
coffee cups) and other items (e.g., pet waste, hair, wooden toothpicks, etc.). These
materials are easily composted.
The Green Cart Program does not take any plastics (including biodegradeable plastics),
metals, glass, hazardous materials (such as batteries, paint, etc.).
For a complete list of acceptable and not acceptable items please see (5b) “What goes
into the Green Cart” on pages 10 and 11.

b) Why is this pilot important?
Generally, organics recycling is important since it:
• reduces the amount of garbage sent to landfill (potentially reducing garbage
fees you may be paying!)
• conserves natural resources
• encourages other waste reduction and reuse habits
With this pilot program, you and your building will play an important role in:
• producing compost – see (5d) FAQ for more information about what happens to
		 the collected organics
• shaping the future of waste management policy and programs in Waterloo 		
Region. Once all the buildings are on the pilot, we expect to monitor the 		
		 program for at least one year before going to Regional Council with 		
		 results and recommendations. We hope that the pilot is successful so that 		
		 it can be expanded to other buildings.
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c) How the program works
The Region will provide all the containers, promotional materials and collection services needed for this
pilot program. We will customize the materials and collection based on the layout and needs unique to
your site.
Implementation will be staged usually over three weeks.
		
In Week 1, Regional staff will distribute a doorhanger to each
		
unit, and hang posters announcing that the program will be
		
starting soon and generally what the program is about.

It’s
coming...
... a new way to recycle more
and make a difference everyday.
Look for more information on the
door hanger that has been
delivered to your unit.

519-883-5100
www.region.waterloo.on.ca/waste

In Week 2, Regional staff will distribute a “start-up kit” to each unit, hang temporary notices
announcing that it has started, place the 120 litre Green Carts, and hang permanent posters. Each
start-up kit consists of one Kitchen Container to store and transport the organics – a 5.5 litre
lidded bucket with a handle which contains two bundles of sample paper liner bags for their
Kitchen Container and promotional materials – including a “welcome to the pilot” card, a
brochure and magnet.
			

Each site receives 120 litre Green Carts. These carts are set beside the existing blue and gray
recycling carts, creating an “eco depot”! Residents empty their Kitchen Container into the 		
Green Carts as needed.
The number of Green Carts provided depends on:
• the number of units
• available storage
• collection frequency
There will be approximately one cart provided for every 15 units.
		
In Week 3, as space permits, Regional staff would host a display in your lobby or attend a residents’
meeting to answer questions and provide extra support for the program. This type of activity doesn’t
have to happen in Week 3; Regional staff would be available to accommodate displays or meetings
as needed during the course of the pilot.
Collection would start within one week of delivery of the containers. Collection will be done by a
contractor hired by the Region of Waterloo (Waste Management of Canada Inc.) and can be done
more than once per week. The driver will check for contamination or unacceptable items, prior to
emptying, reporting any issues to the Region, but will empty the carts. The Region will monitor the
carts as well, checking on the level and quality of participation. Should there be contamination
issues, we will work with you to provide additional information as needed.
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2. Roles and responsibilities
Once a recycling program starts, everyone is responsible to help make it successful. Residents should properly identify and
sort out their organics, collection staff has to efficiently collect the materials, and the organics processor needs to produce
quality compost. However, property owners, managers and superintendents each play a vital role in supporting and sustaining
the recycling program. The Region will assist in a number of ways, but here are some basic roles and responsibilities
of site managers and owners:
• Contact the Region if you have any questions, concerns or suggestions about the Green Cart Pilot Program. We want 		
your feedback!
• Notify the Region if you need any additional containers, promotional materials, or need to fine-tune collection 			
frequency.
• Educate residents – including those new to your building. Make sure you have containers and promotional materials 		
for new residents.
• Educate staff of the building, too! Get their feedback on the program.
• Place the Green Carts out by 7 a.m. on the designated collection day(s) and at the designated collection location. 			
Check with the Region if you’re unsure of your collection day(s).
• Monitor the Green Carts to ensure the program is operating well.
• Contact the Region whenever you have found a change in the volume, nature, or collection of your garbage. Have 			
you been able to reduce the size of bin or frequency of collection? This kind of information will help us better 			
understand the impacts of the program.
• Understand your responsibilities under the Terms and Conditions agreement with the Region. This agreement 			
includes clauses and information about the pilot program. If you need a copy of the agreement, please contact the 		
Region.
• Update the Region if there are any changes to the staff/on-site contact so we can ensure program updates and other 		
information are directed appropriately.
• Clean the Green Carts as necessary.

Thank you for participating in this
pilot program. Your efforts will
make a difference!
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3. Four steps for a successful organics collection program
a) Create and maintain an ideal place to recycle
Collecting organics is recycling. Recycling stations need to be convenient, safe and easy to use, monitored and maintained,
and have enough room to handle all the materials.
The Region will help you decide on how to set up the Green Cart Program – but basically it will mimic what is already in place
for the “regular” Blue and Grey Cart Recycling Program.
At some sites, it might make sense to have collection containers for organics in chute rooms and then staff/volunteers
empty these containers into the larger 120 litre Green Carts. This type of collection system would be recommended at
complexes that have a high population of seniors, 									
or large apartment buildings that only have one
centralized cart spot. By having these extra points
of collection, it may increase participation and
1. Keep the station(s) clean, well-lit and safe.
decrease your net garbage. However, building staff
2. Ensure the recycling station(s) are accessible daily, so residents
or volunteers would need to monitor and perhaps
do not have to store organics in their units for long. Also, if the
empty these containers on a daily basis.
station is outside, clear snow/ice in a timely manner or consider
having a roofed shelter to prevent snow build-up.

Top 5 tips for recycling stations

3. Supply enough carts. Ensure you have enough Green Carts
to handle all organics all the time including special holidays –
Hallowe’en (jack o’lanterns), religious or statutory holidays, etc.
If you are starting a new promotional activity for the program,
make sure you have capacity first. Also, please inspect the
carts to make sure they are all in good working order. Call the
Region for additional carts, replacement carts, or to adjust
collection frequency.
4. Post signs and ensure that the labels are in good order. Contact
the Region for additional promotional materials.
5. Check the recycling station on a regular, if not, daily basis. This
will help you address any overflow or other issues in a timely
manner.
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b) Make collection easy
The Region provides collection through a contractor. The contractor collects your organics in a separate truck. Collection is
provided on all holidays except for Christmas Day and New Year’s Day. On those days your collection is usually delayed by one
day.
For this pilot program, collection can be done more than once-per-week. The frequency depends on the number of carts, and
level of participation. Contact the Region to check on your collection days or to request changing collection frequency as
needed.
Before the driver empties the cart, he lifts the lid and checks for contamination. Because this is a pilot program and we’re
learning about the potential of collecting organics from multi-residential buildings, the driver will empty all of the carts. Any
serious contamination issues will be reported to the Region. As well, Regional staff will be on-site at times to check on
contamination and participation levels. We will follow up with you should there be any issues.

Top 5 collection tips
1.

Set out the Green Carts at the correct pickup
location by 7 a.m. on your collection day(s).
Truck routes may change so it is important to set
out the carts on time.

2. Ensure the collection crew can easily access the
carts. Be sure to move parked cars, clear away
snow and ice, and remove any locks/chains you
may use to secure the carts.
3. Notify the Region if your site will have
construction or other access issues. If so, 		
another collection location may be set to ensure
your collection stays on track.
4. If you set carts to the street curb for
collection, please remove the carts from the
curb in a timely manner after collection is
completed, returning them to the recycling 		
station(s). If collection is done on-site, simply
check the carts to ensure that everything is in
order.
5. Contact the Region if you have any questions,
concerns, or suggestions about collection.
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c) Promote the Green Cart Program
By promoting organics recycling in your building, you will find increased resident participation and less garbage.
Because this is a new program which is asking residents to sort out certain materials into yet another container, it may take
extra time and encouragement to get everyone on board. When the Blue Box Program was introduced over 30 years ago, some
residents resisted the change. However, today, it’s commonplace – over 90 per cent of residents set out their Blue Box. Habits
take time to form. Don’t be discouraged. Just continue to maintain a good recycling station, and promote the program.
Here are some ways to promote this pilot program:
• Post eye-catching signs that remind residents to recycle their organics. Change these signs periodically to 			
		 keep the message fresh.
• Consider creating and displaying an environmental mission statement for your site. Work with residents to			
		 develop this mission statement which makes environmental protection, including recycling, a priority at your 			
		 building. Organics recycling could be one of many goals you could set for your building.
• Remind residents that they are leaders in this program. This pilot is testing to see how well it works, and they 		
		 will help decide the future of waste management policy in Waterloo Region.
• Build pride in the program by reporting how much garbage has been reduced.
• Help make organics recycling a habit for residents by arranging containers and collection in common areas for		
		 food waste from meeting or community rooms, or paper towels from fitness rooms.
• Educate new residents – explain the organics program and why it is important, provide them with a start-up 			
		 kit, and show them where the containers are located.
• Contact the Region if you need promotional materials – such as brochures, magnets, posters, start-up kits, 			
		 cart labels.
The Region has a webpage dedicated for Green Cart users to help provide them with more details and the latest information
(www.region.waterloo.on.ca/waste). As well, after the program has been running for a while, the Region will be providing
promotional materials and support such as periodic newsletters, surveys, or doorhangers.
Regional staff will be available to attend residents’ meetings or host displays if you want.

It’s
here!
Everything you need to get started
has been delivered to your unit.
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We’ll be back to answer questions and hear
what you have to say about the program on
Oct. 5,

2010

October 10, 2010
4 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the main lobby

519-883-5100
www.region.waterloo.on.ca/waste
Oct. 5, 2010
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d) Evaluate and provide feedback
The primary reasons for this pilot program is to reduce garbage at multi-residential sites, save space in our one and only
landfill and create useful compost. The Region would appreciate any observations and insights you can provide including:
• Changes to your garbage collection – frequency of collection, size of dumpster, nature of material (volume, 		
			
odours, etc.)
• Effectiveness of the promotional material, how well the staged implementation worked, and what other 		
			
materials or means you would suggest to promote the program
• Comments and suggestions that residents have discussed with you
• Managing day-to-day operation of the program – performance of the carts, maintenance of the recycling 		
			
stations, collection issues
• Recommendations on improving the Green Cart Program
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4. Troubleshooting tips
Contamination
Please monitor the carts frequently to check on contamination – ie., unacceptable items such as plastics, glass and metal. If
you find contamination on a regular basis, please contact the Region and we’ll work with you to promote best practices. The
driver will also be monitoring the carts before he empties them and will report any issues. However, if we find contamination
to be high even after extensive promotional efforts, we may decide to remove your site from the program.

Broken or not enough containers
Please contact the Region as soon as you notice any broken, stolen, vandalized or insufficient number of containers. We
need to ensure that residents have the capacity to recycle their organics so that the program operates smoothly.

Maintenance issues – cleaning, odours, pests
						
						
						

Regularly cleaning organics containers will reduce any potential odours
and reduce any potential pests. All containers should be cleaned with a
mild detergent or environmentally friendly cleaner.

						
						
						

Please note that Kitchen Containers are dishwasher safe. Sprinkling
baking soda or powdered garden lime in your Kitchen Container can also
help with odours.

						
The Region may test different compostable liners or other methods to minimize 						
cart maintenance. However, carts may need cleaned occasionally. An example of an 						
eco friendly cleaning alternative for Green Carts is “Dock and Dumpster” cleaner from
Nanohygienics - 1-519-618-9286 moreinfo@nanohygienics.ca. This cleaner
also helps to eliminate odours.
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5. FAQ – Frequently asked questions
a) How long will the pilot operate?
The Region started implementing the program November 2010. Once all the buildings are on the pilot, we expect to monitor
the program for at least one year before going to Regional Council with results and recommendations. We hope that the pilot
is successful so that it can be expanded to other buildings.

b) What goes into the Green Cart?
Find a full list of what goes into the Green Cart and what stays out of the Green Cart Program below. For updates to this list,
please visit the www.region.waterloo.on.ca/waste.

What goes in?
Food waste
Baked good (bread, crackers, cookies,
dough)
Butter and margarine
Candy
Cereal
Corn cobs, husks
Dairy products (cheese, sour cream,
yogurt)
Eggs, eggshells
Fish, fish parts
Fruit
Grains and rice
Gravy and sauces
Grease, lards, fats
Herbs and spices
Jams and jellies
Mayonnaise
Meat, meat products, bones
Nuts and shells
Pasta
Peanut butter
Pizza
Popcorn
Salad and dressings
Shellfish
Snack foods
Sugar and sweetener packets

Paper products
Butcher paper
Facial tissues
Paper muffin cups
Paper bags
Paper fast food packaging
Paper napkins
Paper plates
Parchment paper
Greasy pizza boxes
Shredded paper

Other items
Charcoal
Cotton balls
Feathers
Fur
Hair
House plant waste
Nail clippings
Pencil shavings
Pet waste (bedding, droppings,
kitty litter)
Popsicle sticks
Popcorn bags (microwave)
Sawdust
Toothpicks (wood)
Wood ashes (cold)
Wood chips
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What stays out?
Aluminium foil
Baby wipes
Cigarette butts
Cutlery
Diapers
Feminine hygiene products
Glass
Plastic bags

Plastic wrap
Pie plates
Metal wire
Rubber bands
Styrofoam take-out containers
Textiles
Waxed paper
Yard waste
Wood and treated wood

X
X

c) How should I prepare special materials such as 		
pet waste and cold wood ashes?
These materials are acceptable, but please wrap them up in paper before placing in the Green Cart. In this way, the driver is
not exposed to it.

d) Where do my organics go?
Currently, the organics are being shipped to Hamilton, Ontario. Your organics get ground up with other organics, composted
over several weeks, to produce compost. This compost is sold to landscapers, developers and agricultural markets.
A new processing facility will be opening in Guelph in 2011. We expect to ship our Green Cart organics there once it is operating.

e) How often should residents
empty their Kitchen Container?
Currently, the Region of Waterloo recommends emptying the Kitchen Container
frequently (even if it is not full) in order to cut down on possible odours and to
decrease the chance of attracting bugs. Of course, those bulky items such as
shredded paper or greasy pizza box bottoms should be placed directly into the
Green Cart without plastic.
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f) Are paper liner bags necessary? What are the
options?
No, paper liner bags are not necessary. However these bags or other paper-based liners help to absorb liquids and keep
Kitchen Containers cleaner.
There are a variety of different options when it comes to lining your Kitchen Container:
No liner
Toss organic material into your Kitchen Container loose and then dump it into the Green Cart. Be sure to clean the Kitchen
Container after it’s emptied.
Reuse paper bags
Reuse sugar and flour bags, microwave popcorn bags or fast food paper bags – any paper bag will do.
Make origami liners out of old newsprint
Get creative! Reuse a couple sheets of old newsprint to make an origami Kitchen Container liner.
Check out the Organics Origami section on page 14, your Green Cart Guide,
or visit our website for detailed instruction on how to make an origami liner.
Buy kraft paper liners
Kraft paper food waste bags can be bought at almost any local grocery store
or hardware store. There are two types of paper liner bags available for your
Kitchen Container, two-ply and cellulose lined. Both are acceptable in the
Region of Waterloo Green Cart Program. Note that the cellulose-lined paper
bags appear to have a “plastic like” inner lining, but it is actually a cellulose
based product that is fully compostable.
For a list of stores selling paper liner bags check out our website
or call us and we will mail it to you.
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g) Can I use biodegradable/compostable plastic bags
to line my Kitchen Container?
No. Plastic liner bags of any kind, even those labelled “biodegradable” or “compostable”, are not permitted in the Green Cart
Program. These bags decompose at different rates than the organics and can cause organics to become odorous. Plastics can
lower the quality of the finished compost, and increase costs since it has to be screened out of the final compost.
The Region is able to compost 100 per cent of the Green Bin material it collects because of the “plastic-free” policy.

i) Can we order paper liner bags in bulk?
Yes. Please contact Bag to Earth
Mailing Address:
201 Richmond Blvd.
Napanee, Ontario
Canada, K7R 3Z9
Telephone:
Toll Free 1-800-366-6812
General Inquiries (613) 354-1330
Facsimile (613) 354-1923
You can order on-line: http://www.bagtoearth.com
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Organics origami kitchen container liner
Try making a kitchen container liner our of old newsprint with the organics origami instructions below.
Follow these steps to make an economical liner for your kitchen organics container.
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Questions?
Comments?
Suggestions?

Please contact:
Kim A. Kidd Kitagawa
Waste Management Coordinator
519-883-5100 ext. 8409
kkitagawa@regionofwaterloo.ca

Again, thanks for joining the Green Cart Pilot Program.
Thanks for making a difference!

November 2010

